
 

 

 
 

 

ADVT. No. S/BIO/08/2024-25  

 
 

  Bose Institute, Kolkata, invites application from Indian Citizens for the following temporary position in 

a DBT sponsored project entitled “Continuation of the existing Centre of Excellence in Bioinformatics 

and expanding it as a datacenter involving newer direction of research to address the healthcare and 

environmental issues of national need -BIC at Bose Institute, Kolkata”. 

 

   The position is purely temporary on contractual basis. Initially the appointment will be given for one 

year, which is extendable based on review of performance every year and availability of funding in the 

project.  The project is tenable upto 22.03.2027 and the position, if renewed, is co-terminus with the project.  

 

1. Project Scientist-I, One(01) post: 

 

Essential Qualification:  Doctoral Degree in Science or Master’s Degree in Engineering or Technology 

from a recognized University or equivalent. 

 

Desirable Qualification : Experience  in Programming and/or Machine learing. 

 

Remuneration:  Rs. 56,000/- p.m., plus 24% HRA for first 02 years. Increment of 5% for every 

two years of experience subject to performance review. 

 

Upper Age limit :   35 Years*. 

 

*Relaxation of age in case of SC/ST/OBC/ Physically Challenged candidates will be as per Govt. Rules. 

 

  Interested and eligible candidates may apply on plain paper quoting Advertisement No. and position on 

the sealed envelope as well as on application with complete Bio-data giving  e-mail ID/Phone No. and details of 

qualification i.e. examination passed, year, division, percentage of marks from Secondary onwards with self 

attested copies of Certificates, Mark-sheets etc. to the “Registrar(Officiating), Bose Institute, Block-EN, Plot 

No.-80,  Sector-V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata-700091” on or before July 25, 2024.  Candidates should also 

bring original mark-sheets, certificates etc. at the time of Interview. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing at 

the interview. 

 

Instruction to Applicants 

 

1. The applications will be screened and a list of shortlisted candidates called for interview will be put up on 

the Institute Website. 

 

2. If a candidate is not found eligible, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage. It may also be noted 

that even if a candidate qualifies and subsequently it is found that he/she does not fulfil the eligibility 

criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled. 
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3. The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and mere possession of the same does not entitle a 

candidate to be called for interview. In the event of number of applications being large the Institute will 

resort to short listing criteria to restrict the number of candidates to be called for interview. 

  

4. The interested and eligible candidates may keep watch at this site for any amendment / information 

 

5. All short-listed candidates will be intimated the date of interview in the website of the Institute and they are 

advised to follow the website regularly. No individual letter to the candidates will be sent.  

 

6. Canvassing or bringing influence in any form will disqualify the candidature. 

 

7. The Institute Authority reserves the rights to reject any or all applications without assigning any reason 

whatsoever.   

 

 

Sd/- 

REGISTRAR(OFFICIATING) 


